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SUMMARY 

This paper may provide an alternative to the problem of a two-stage assembly system with 
imperfect processes in a single manufacturer-retailer and two-level integrated supply chain. A 
mathematical model is developed based on the following scenarios: (a) the manufacturer and the 
retailer are in different countries where the exchange rate is uncertain; (b) the fixed and variable 
carbon emission costs are incorporated into current environmental issues; (c) shortage is 
allowed, and the unsatisfied demand is completely backlogged. In the light of these concerns, our 
model is to determine the production run time, the shortage time period and defective rate of 
manual stage. The optimal solutions are computed by our proposed algorithm. Finally, a 
numerical example and sensitivity analysis are carried out to illustrate the model. 

KEY WORDS: carbon emissions; inventory; shortage; two-level integrated supply chain; two-
stage assembly system. 

1. INTRODUCTION During the last several decades, there has been a rapid growth of globalisation of industry, and the expansion of manufacturing has been a key driver of economic growth, enabled by the changes in geopolitical relations due to the development of global supply chains. Multinational enterprises and many other companies are expanding global sourcing of raw materials, equipment, intermediate items and finished items, in conjunction with global manufacturing and marketing. Oum and Park [1] have noted that due to the development of economic and market globalisation, managing the material flow from raw materials to retailers has emerged as a critical aspect of rapid internationalisation. However, both above-mentioned 
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manufacturers and retailers often strive to diminish the shipping cost of commodities. The mode choice of manufacturers could have a considerable impact on the amount of CO2 emitted for the transportation of items. In the past, most manufacturers managed domestic supply chains and abided by regulatory mandates or faced the risk of being penalised. With the widespread concern over global warming, many countries have committed themselves to reducing carbon emissions by setting emissions targets. In the recent years, many airlines have also begun striving to reduce carbon emissions generated in the course of air transportation. According to a research report [2] on “CO2 emissions from fuel combustion” published in 2016 by the International Energy Agency, between 1990 and 2014, CO2 emissions from international transport rapidly grew. Chao [3] proposed a framework for assessing carbon emissions in different phases of flight during air cargo transportation and estimated increases in transportation costs for the airline. For the reasons mentioned above, some enterprises focused on improving the supply chain efficiency by optimising freight transportation and reducing greenhouse gas emissions and air pollution. Some studies [4, 5] also noted that a relatively smaller amount of generated CO2 can also enhance brand reputation and sales appeal. Sgouridis et al. [6] pointed out five economic policies for reducing the CO2 emissions of commercial aviation including: (1) technological efficiency improvements, (2) operational efficiency improvements, (3) use of alternative fuels, (4) demand shift and (5) carbon pricing. As recommended by Srivastava [7] the way of cutting carbon emissions includes the use of environmentally friendly raw materials and green packaging as well as efficient energy in manufacturing, distribution and storage processes. In a practical example, Walmart mandated the upstream supplier (manufacturer) to reduce carbon emissions and released the time framework for emission reduction targets. Some literatures also considered this issue in their research. Memaria et al. [8] provide a logistic model for JIT distribution by taking different carbon emission constraints into account. Piecyk and McKinnon [9] pointed out the baseline trends in logistics and supply chain management and associated environmental effects up to 2020. Aksoy et al. [10] proposed a framework for a fuel consumption and CO2 emission calculation model by taking vehicle technical specifications, vehicle load and transportation distance into account. McKinnon [11] proposed the discrepancy results between the waterborne freight and air cargo in accumulating CO2 emission. Next, McKinnon and Piecyk [12] proposed a method for estimating CO2 emission from road freight transport in different ways, due to the accumulation of carbon dioxide from road haulage in the UK. If the passengers travel abroad, they should avoid air transportation for reducing the CO2 emissions. An increasing number of recent publications and empirical studies have evidenced the negative environmental influences of CO2 emission in green supply chain [13-21]. However, with regard to the present CO2 emission, there have been numerous studies in the literature dealing with the impacts of different emission sources on transportation. In fact, as opposed to the previous studies, there has been relatively little research conducted on the effect of CO2 emission on manufacturing. Taking into account “CO2 emissions” and “green supply chain” in the earlier paragraph of this section, we can consider CO2 emissions from the manufacturing industries. Rework has gathered great importance in green supply chain, since it can reduce production cost and environmental problems. Actually, in recent years, new research studies have tackled the issue of CO2 emissions in the manufacturing industry mostly focussing on economically developed regions and countries, such as North America, Japan and Europe. Approximately 35% of CO2 emission originated in China which is at the top of the world’s greenhouse CO2-emitting countries. Therefore, CO2 emissions in China's manufacturing industry should receive more attention and be 
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comprehensively studied. Chang and Lahr [22] explored CO2 emissions in China's manufacturing industry using the structural decomposition method. Xu and Lin [23] confirmed the effect of industry’s CO2 emission on different regional levels and proposed a policy to mitigate CO2 emissions in the manufacturing industry. On the other hand, in practical terms, the manufacturing process in imperfect production facilities usually causes defective items. Seminal work on a multi-stage production system with the rework of defective items was carried out by Chakraborty and Rao [24]. Sarker et al. [25] indicated two issues that need to be discussed in a multi-stage production system which is reworking defectives: whether we can assess the specific situation (a) within the same cycle, and (b) after N cycles. Cárdenas-Barrón [26] further corrected the mathematical expressions presented by Sarker et al. [31]. The findings of Pearn et al. [27] referred to a two-stage production system with the imperfect process of the capital investment which has been carried out. Chang and Ouyang [28] employed an arithmetic-geometric mean inequality method to determine the optimal production lot size and backorder level in the above production system, whereas most of the literature on imperfect process deals only with the demotic manufacturers. This paper aims to discuss the application of an international supply chain. 
2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION Recently, with a rapidly growing consumer electronics in China, Taiwan's semiconductor supply chain has found itself at a crucial juncture. Taiwanese companies play a critical role in all three main stages in the production system: design, foundry (or manufacture), and assembly and testing. Consumer electronics with a steadier demand go to the market in a supply chain: via coastal distribution centres and large drop-ship orders to retail partners in China. End products travel via smaller regional distribution centres located closer to demand inland in China. Since many retailers in China accept cash-on-delivery payments, they will consider the fluctuation of exchange rate in the integrated supply chain. The purpose of the research presented in this paper is to examine the carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions policy in logistics within the two-stage model proposed by Pearn et al. [27]. The problem was composed of a manufacturer in Taiwan and a retailer in China with finished products flowing from a plant to DCs (International airport) and from there to the retailers. For this reason, most of the manufacturing industries are involved in automatic-manual (two-stage) assembly system such as aerospace industry, precise industry, consumer electronics, TFT-LCD, light electric vehicle industry, cell phone, and green energy industry, etc. We formulated the two-stage production system to minimise the cost, while the production run time and defective rates in manual stages are decisive variables in a single vendor-retailer two-level green supply chain (one manufacturer and one retailer). The existence and uniqueness of the optimal solutions for the decision variables are proven. A simple algorithm is also developed for finding the optimal solutions. Finally, the numerical example, consisting of in-depth interviews from the company, is presented. The remaining sections of this paper are organised as follows: I. In Section 3, the notation and assumptions adopted in this paper are presented. II. In Section 4, we developed a mathematical inventory model for a two-stage assembly system with imperfect processes and carbon emission constraints in a single manufacturer-retailer and two-level integrated supply chain. 
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III. In Section 5, a numerical example and sensitivity analysis are provided to illustrate the features of the proposed model. IV. Finally, the conclusions and suggestions for future research are given in Section 6. 
3. NOTATION AND ASSUMPTIONS 

3.1. NOTATION In this paper, we proposed the following system parameters and decision variables. 
SYSTEM PARAMETERS 

iP   the production rate of stage i in units per unit time, where i=1, 2; 
d   the demand rate in units per unit time;

plc   the procurement and labour cost per unit;
s   the shortage cost in units per unit time;

ih   the holding cost for an intermediate item per unit time;
fh   the holding cost for a finished item per unit time;

ir   the rework cost for a defective intermediate item;
fr   the rework cost for a defective finished item;
1n   the number of defective intermediate items;
2n   the number of defective finished items;
1θ   the percentage of defective intermediate items;
vK   the fixed transportation cost;

vL   the variable transportation cost per item;
vF   the fixed emission cost for production, warehousing and distribution costs; 
vC   the variable emission cost per item for production, warehousing and distribution costs;
δ   the screening cost per unit;
η   the long-term exchange rate;

02θ   the initial percentage of defective finished items;
a   the loading of capital investment in the process quality improvement; 
2t   the production run time when backorder is replenished;
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4t   the time period when intermediate items inventory exhaust;
5t   the time period when finished items inventory exhaust;

T   the length of cycle time; 
0H   the maximum backorder level; 
1H   the maximum inventory level of intermediate items;
2H   the maximum inventory level of finished items.

DECISIVE VARIABLES 

1t   the period of shortage; 
3t   the production run time at stage 1; 
2θ   the percentage of defective finished items.

3.2. ASSUMPTIONS In addition, the following assumptions are used in the development of the model: (1) The production cycle repeats infinitely. (2) From Figure 1, the production system is divided into automatic stage (Stage 1; raw materials to intermediate items) and manual stage (Stage 2; intermediate items to finished items). (3) The production rates of the two stages meet the condition 1 2P P d> > . (4) The rework time of defective items is disregarded. (5) The shipping costs include transportation cost and emission cost on warehousing and distribution, and they can be categorised into fixed and variable costs. The variable cost depends on the amount of transport. (6) Based on Wahab et al. [29], a long-term exchange rate is ( )2ζ σ / 4λη e +
= in the international supply chain, where σ is the uncertain volatility, λ  is mean-reversion rate, and ζ  is long-term average level. (7) Assuming the quality target of automatic stage (Stage 1) is already accepted due to the standard equipment maintenance but the manual stage (Stage 2) still needs to improve by investing the training education, fixture, mould, tool, etc. Therefore, the percentage of defective finished items is a decisive variable of yield target. While considerable attention was previously attributed to research issues related to minimising environmental impact, the literature on issues of a two-stage production system in a single vendor-retailer two-level green supply chain has emerged rather slowly and in a more scattered way. Recently, more and more international companies have been changing their practices in order to reduce the environmental impact of their activities. Little research has 
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been done on the two-level integrated green supply chain. We will provide a more elaborated theoretical background in the next section. 

 
Fig. 1  Two-stage production system with imperfect processes in two-level integrated supply chain 

4. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION Under the notation and assumptions in the previous section, the models are formulated for the cost minimisation problem of the manufacturer and the retailer. The total cost per unit time consists of eight elements: setup cost, holding cost, shortage cost, rework costs, production cost, screening cost, shipping cost, and investment cost. This research may be vital in laying the groundwork for understanding how to determine the optimal production run time, the shortage time period, and percentage of defective finished products such that the total cost per unit time in the two-level green supply chain is minimum. Below is Figure 2 which shows the graphic representation of the inventory. In reference to Figure 2, the following results are obtained: 
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Fig. 2  Inventory levels in the production process Then, we construct an inventory model that consists of the following eight elements: 1. Setup cost per cycle: K. 2. Holding cost per cycle (denoted by HC): 
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According to the above results, it is clear that the Hessian matrix H is a positive definite. Hence, the existence and uniqueness of the solution * * *
1 3 2(t ,t ,θ )  that minimises 

1 3 2AC(t ,t ,θ )  in 3t (0 , )∈ ∞ . This completes the proof of (a). (b) Because ( )ψ 0 = −∞  and ( )3ψ t  is strictly decreasing in the interval ( )3t 0,∈ ∞ , then: 
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It implies that a large value of 3t  causes a lower value of 1 3 2AC(t ,t ,θ ) . Hence, the optimal solution *
3t 0→ . The production system should not be opened. This completes the proof of (b). The computations of optimal solutions and steps required in the production system are not complicated. We developed a simple algorithm for finding the optimal shortage period, production run time of Stage 1, and the percentage of defective finished products. The procedure of our proposed algorithm is presented in Figure 3. 
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Table 2  Effect of changes in various parameters of the inventory model 

Parameter % change 
Optimal Solutions 

*
1t  *

3t  *
2θ  *T  

* * *
1 3 2AC(t ,t ,θ )  

ih  50% 0.20920  2.44062  0.17071  3.66092  5066.64  

 25% 0.21704  2.53212  0.16962  3.79817  5064.16  

 -25% 0.23580  2.75095  0.16699  4.12643  5058.88  

 -50% 0.24720  2.88404  0.16539  4.32605  5056.07  

fh  50% 0.26819  2.38389  0.17139  3.57584  5068.28  

 25% 0.24917  2.49166  0.17010  3.73749  5065.23  

 -25% 0.19627  2.83506  0.16598  4.25260  5057.07  

 -50% 0.15694  3.13875  0.16234  4.70813  5051.34  

plc  50% 0.22584  2.63474  0.16838  3.95211  7061.57  

 25% 0.22584  2.63474  0.16838  3.95211  6061.57  

 -25% 0.22584  2.63474  0.16838  3.95211  4061.57  

 -50% 0.22584  2.63474  0.16838  3.95211  3061.57  

s  50% 0.16052  2.54162  0.16950  3.81243  5063.91  

 25% 0.18763  2.57991  0.16904  3.86986  5062.93  

 -25% 0.28382  2.71991  0.16736  4.07986  5059.58  

 -50% 0.38274  2.87052  0.16555  4.30578  5056.34  

1θ  50% 0.22584  2.63474  0.16838  3.95211  5063.57  

 25% 0.22584  2.63474  0.16838  3.95211  5062.57  

 -25% 0.22584  2.63474  0.16838  3.95211  5060.57  

 -50% 0.22584  2.63474  0.16838  3.95211  5059.57  

δ  50% 0.22584  2.63474  0.16838  3.95211  5071.57  

 25% 0.22584  2.63474  0.16838  3.95211  5066.57  

 -25% 0.22584  2.63474  0.16838  3.95211  5056.57  

 -50% 0.22584  2.63474  0.16838  3.95211  5051.57  

λ  50% 0.22584  2.63479  0.16838  3.95219  5061.75  

 25% 0.22584  2.63477  0.16838  3.95216  5061.68  

 -25% 0.22583  2.63469  0.16838  3.95204  5061.39  

 -50% 0.22582  2.63459  0.16839  3.95189  5061.03  

ζ  50% 0.21309  2.48599  0.17017  3.72899  4547.16  

 25% 0.21835  2.54741  0.16943  3.82112  4755.97  

 -25% 0.23637  2.75759  0.16691  4.13639  5508.78  

 -50% 0.25098  2.92813  0.16486  4.39220  6163.18  

σ  50% 0.22582  2.63455  0.16839  3.95183  5060.90  

 25% 0.22583  2.63466  0.16838  3.95199  5061.27  

 -25% 0.22584  2.63481  0.16838  3.95221  5061.81  

 -50% 0.22585  2.63486  0.16838  3.95229  5061.98  
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Table 2  Effect of changes in various parameters of the inventory model (Continued) 

Parameter %change 
Optimal Solutions 

*
1t  *

3t  *
2θ  *T  

* * *
1 3 2AC(t ,t ,θ )  

vF  50% 0.22768  2.65629  0.16812  3.98444  5062.09  

 25% 0.22676  2.64554  0.16825  3.96831  5061.83  

 -25% 0.22491  2.62390  0.16851  3.93585  5061.31  

 -50% 0.22397  2.61301  0.16864  3.91952  5061.05  

vK  50% 0.23540  2.74627  0.16705  4.11941  5064.27  

 25% 0.23066  2.69108  0.16771  4.03663  5062.94  

 -25% 0.22090  2.57717  0.16907  3.86575  5060.18  

 -50% 0.21585  2.51828  0.16978  3.77742  5058.76  

vC  50% 0.22584  2.63474  0.16838  3.95211  5105.11  

 25% 0.22584  2.63474  0.16838  3.95211  5083.34  

 -25% 0.22584  2.63474  0.16838  3.95211  5039.80  

 -50% 0.22584  2.63474  0.16838  3.95211  5018.03  

vL  50% 0.22584  2.63474  0.16838  3.95211  5496.96  

 25% 0.22584  2.63474  0.16838  3.95211  5279.27  

 -25% 0.22584  2.63474  0.16838  3.95211  4843.88  

 -50% 0.22584  2.63474  0.16838  3.95211  4626.18  

K  50% 0.26694  3.11426  0.16263  4.67140  5073.17  

 25% 0.24724  2.88449  0.16539  4.32673  5067.61  

 -25% 0.20218  2.35870  0.17170  3.53806  5054.90  

 -50% 0.17535  2.04575  0.17545  3.06863  5047.33  

ir  50% 0.22584  2.63474  0.16838  3.95211  5063.57  

 25% 0.22584  2.63474  0.16838  3.95211  5062.57  

 -25% 0.22584  2.63474  0.16838  3.95211  5060.57  

 -50% 0.22584  2.63474  0.16838  3.95211  5059.57  

fr  50% 0.23166  2.70265  0.15135  4.05398  5067.97  

 25% 0.22840  2.66466  0.16003  3.99699  5064.86  

 -25% 0.22390  2.61216  0.17649  3.91824  5058.12  

 -50% 0.22255  2.59638  0.18442  3.89456  5054.51  

a  50% 0.22436  2.61748  0.17906  3.92622  5061.99  

 25% 0.22494  2.62435  0.17481  3.93652  5061.83  

 -25% 0.22734  2.65235  0.15756  3.97853  5061.15  

 -50% 0.23046  2.68865  0.13547  4.03297  5060.30  In view of Table 2 and Figure 6, the following results are obtained: A. When the values of parameters plc , 1θ , δ , vC , vL , and ir  increase, the optimal solution 
* * *
1 3 2( t ,t ,θ )  is not changed but the minimum total cost per unit time * * *

1 3 2AC(t ,t ,θ )increases. It implies that if these parameters could be reduced effectively, the total cost per unit time could be improved. 
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B. When the values of parameters ih  and fh  increase, *
3t  and *T  decrease but *

2θ  and 
* * *
1 3 2AC(t ,t ,θ )  increase. It implies that the production run time is shortened for avoiding more holding costs of intermediate and finished items. Besides, it is getting more and more difficult to implement the capital investment in the process quality improvement. C. When the values of parameter s increase, *

1t , *
3t  and *T  decrease but *

2θ  and 
* * *
1 3 2AC(t ,t ,θ )  increase. It means that the allowable shortages are becoming increasingly worse. D. Referring to the long-term exchange rate, when the values of parameters σ  and ζincrease, *

1t , *
3t  and *T  decrease but *

2θ  and * * *
1 3 2AC(t ,t ,θ )  increase. The uncertain volatility and long-term average level not only affect the production yield, but also reduce the opportunity of investment in the process quality improvement. As opposed to σ  and 

ζ , λ  (mean-reversion rate) is beneficial to expand the production and the investment. E. When the values of parameters vF , vK , and K  increase, *
1t , *

3t , *T  and * * *
1 3 2AC(t ,t ,θ )  increase but *

2θ  decreases. It implies that the production run time is lengthened for retarding the growth of these fixed costs. F. With the increase in the value of parameter fr , *
2θ  decreases but *

1t , *
3t , *T  and 

* * *
1 3 2AC(t ,t ,θ )  increase. It implies that if the rework cost of a finished item increases, the manufacturer should focus on the process quantity improvement for reducing the rework quantity and increase the production cycle time to retard the growth of the investment cost per unit. G. With the increase in the value of parameter a , *

2θ  and * * *
1 3 2AC(t ,t ,θ )  increase. It implies that there is an upper bound of a  such that the capital investment in the process quality improvement is invalid, i.e., *

2 02θ θ= . H. As evident from Figure 6, the slope of plc  is the largest. In fact, the extent of influence on the total cost per unit time depends on the production rate and demand rate. Therefore, if the production rate and demand rate are large, the total cost per unit time will increase substantially when plc  slightly increases. 
6. CONCLUSION In this paper, we study a two-stage (automatic-manual) assembly system with imperfect items in a single manufacturer-retailer and a two-level integrated supply chain (Taiwan-China), as well as considered the environment impact such as the effects of the uncertainty exchange rate and the carbon emission constraints. The key decision variables are the optimal production run time, shortage time period and defective rates for the manual stage such that the total cost per unit time is minimum. In addition, the results of the sensitivity analysis are provided for the manufacturer to do the decision-making in the production system. Such a production system may account in part for aerospace industry, precise industry, consumer electronics, TFT-LCD, light electric vehicle industry, cell phone, green energy industry, and so on. 
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